Ammonites

ACROSS

2 an extinct cephalopod with a curled shell
9 the period in which the last ammonites became extinct
10 The tube that goes through all the chambers of an ammonite
11 the hard structure that separates the chambers of an ammonite
12 the folds of an ammonites septa
13 an era characterized by life in the water
14 a period of the Paleozoic era
15 a flat spiral shape typical of ammonites

DOWN

1 a modern day relative of the ammonites
3 the decorative lines on the outside of an ammonite’s shell
4 The phylum that ammonites belong to
5 hard plates on some ammonites used for protection
6 a fossil used to date layers of rock
7 a class of mollusk with tentacles on their heads
8 a period of the Mesozoic era: the age of dinosaurs
11 the folds of an ammonites septa
Ammonites
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